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Words, like currency, rise and fall in public favor. And anyone who engages in
public debate 5 well advised to take the temperature of the word market from time to
time. Competition seems to be holding its own, while antitrust is undervalued. But
innovation 5 enjoying a boom.
Everyone is bullish on innovation. That in itself should be a signal for some
caution. For there 5 alway the risk that someone will attempt to water down a sound
and much-used term with a counterfeit notion.
So it might pay us to spend a few moments examining the concept of innovation
and especially its relation to antitrust.
The word innovation has caught on because there is widespread agreement that
Yankee ingenuity has gone stale and that as a nation we are not inventing and producing
the way we used to. There has been, though, a dissent or two from the consensus. For
example, in the March 1979 issue of Dun's Review, an article entitled "U.S. Innovation:
It's Better Than You Think" summarizes a cornucopia of current, innovative research and
development. Still, the widely held perception that innovation is in the doldrums is itself
sufficient cause for concern.
As you know, the Carter Administration translated its concern over the state of
American innovation into a full-dress domestic policy review directed by Jordan Baruch,
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Science and Technology. The FTC participated in
that review, and we found it a profitable learning experience.
The process came to fruition on October 31,1979, when President Carter sent
Congress a message on innovation. Among other actions, the President directed the
Attorney General, the Chairman of the FTC, and the Secretary of Commerce "to initiate
d5cussions with industry about innovation, anti-trust policy formulation, and
enforcement." The thrust of this recommendation, the President said, "is to dispel the
perception that anti-trust policy inhibits innovatioo and to improve communication
between iooustry, the Justice Department, and the Federal Trade Commission." I believe
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we at the FTC were quite sensitive to the importance of innovation even before the
Domestic Policy Review: our economists wouldn't let us be any other way. Bill
Comanor, the Director of our Bureau of Economics, and Mike Scherer, a past director of
the bureau, are two of the country's leading scholars on innovation. They have
established and maintained a high level of sensitivity to innovation at the FTC. Still, we
are eager to engage in the discussions that the President has called for.
Since the Domestic Policy Review got underway, however, hosannahs for
innovation have been sounding forth from so many quarters that I'm beginning to worry.
The reason innovation stock is susceptible to being watered is that no one-except for
perhaps a Luddite or a businessman afraid of being outmoded-can be against it. At the
same time the process of innovation is so elusive that concrete steps to spur it on are
hard to come by. I am afraid there may be developing an innovation syndrome among
Federal agencies and the business community alike: praise for innovation but little action
to support it. Gore Vidal says that when he hears the word love he reaches for his
revolver. If I were Jordan Baruch, I'd keep one handy too-loaded with blanks, of course-to use on people who mouth support for innovation but don't present an agenda, and on
those who seize upon innovation as a lever for getting more government subsidies at the
taxpayer's expense. My own view is that a vigorous competition policy should be a major
ingredient in any effort to promote innovation.
Let me begin by positing a broad meaning for innovation. In my view the term
encompasses the invention, development, and dissemination of both goods and processeswhether in the form of new technology, services, or even such intangibles as managerial
technique. A narrower, technology-bound definition misses too much of the dynamic
activity that changes the market place every day.
In an era of short-term trends, future shock, and overnight fads, we might well
pause to consider why innovation is lastingly important. For one thing, it seems to lead
to increases in productivity. One study estimates that roughly one-third of the rise in
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output per worker between 1929 and 1957 can be attributed to advances in scientific and
technical knowle~e. Scherer summarizes the academic literature in this way: "the
growth of output per worker in the United States has come predomininantly from the
application of new, superior production techniques by an increasingly well-trained work
force."
Such increases in productivity, I might add, are an excellent antidote to
inflation. As economist Burton Klein points out, "steady increases in productivity can
permit increases in money wages without inflation."
Innovation not only increases productive efficiency, it also enhances the quality of
products and services. In this way, too, innovation contributes to sustaining and
improving the high American standard of living. This aspect of innovatioo does not
readily lend itself to statistics, but I need not read out a litany of Great American
Inventions to make the point: Innovatioo has provided American coosumers with
comfort, communication, and choices which would not have been possible in a
technologically stagnant society.
If we can agree that innovation is one of the most vital abstract nouns in the
business lexicon, let us move on to consider how it happens. If we look carefully at the
literature on innovation, we can discern a pattern in its occurrence. Quite commonly, a
small firm is responsible for the initial invention. Generally, developing the new idea to
the point of everyday usefulness requires raising substantial capital. Often the
originating firm does not have the ability to raise this sum, and a larger firm must take
over the invention in order to make it marketable. And there are some innovations which
make such heavy fiscal demands that only daring middle-sized firms or relatively large
firms can make them workable.
Obviously, there are exceptions to this pattern, but it finds ample support in the
literature. Its implication, I take it, is that innovation will thrive best in an economy
characterized by diversity-diversity in firm size, firm structure, management style,
marketing techniques, and the like.
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Additional economic evidence tell us something about the relationship of market
structure and innovation. A highly-concentrated market-one dominated by a monopolist
or a band of tightly interacting and non-competing oligopolists-is not conducive to
innovation, largely because these market structures are generally characterized by high
entry barriers and weakened incentives to capture a large advantage via changes in the
status quo. Nor does a totally fragmented or atomistic market structure appear to
promote innovation. Innovation seems to be best-served in markets that avoid these two
extremes.
In light of these economic findings I would like to make an assertion: antitrust
and current competitioo policy promote innovation. This assertion echoes one of the
conclusions that President Carter drew from the Domestic Policy Review. Let me
explain the reasoning behind it.
The fundamental purpose of antitrust is to encourage fair competition in the
American economy. To the extent that we have discretion, at the FTC we try to focus
particularly on moving largely noncompetitive markets into a state of at least moderate
competitiveness and oo keeping competitive markets from lapsing into a noncompetitive
state. Our policies are well-calculated to avoid those extreme industry structures that
retard innovation. Without seeking to promote atomism, we attempt to temper
monopolistic or oligopolistic power and to move industries toward a state of healthy
rivalry-the state in which, the evidence shows, innovation tends to flourish.
We are particularly alert to the existence of unnecessarily high entry barriers. As
Mike Scherer has observed, "new entrants contribute a disproportionately high share of
all really revolutionary new industrial products and processes." The mere threat of entry
and competition from outsiders can prompt established firms to innovate defensively.
The threat of competition provides what economist Burton Klein calls "the hidden foot"comparable to Adam Smith's "invisible hand"-which prods the established firm to
innovate.
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